Use of Therapeutic LED after Vaporization of Wart Lesions with CO₂ Laser: Case Report
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Uso do LED Terapêutico após Vaporização de Lesões Verrucosas com Laser de CO₂: Relato de caso
Uso de Led Terapêutico después de la Vaporización de Lesiones de Verrugas con Láser de CO₂: Informe de caso
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: The human papillomavirus (HPV) is a sexually transmitted virus, which can lead to the development of lesions on the skin and mucous membranes. A persistent infection can lead to the occurrence of precursor lesions or cancer in different regions, including vulvar lesions. Case report: Descriptive case report of a physiotherapeutic intervention with therapeutic light emitting diode (LED) in a patient with HPV-induced vulvar lesions who underwent an extensive vaporization procedure. After vaporization, she underwent physiotherapeutic treatment with therapeutic LED to accelerate the healing process, tissue regeneration and minimize pain. A LED blanket was used with 18 red LED diodes – 660 nm and 13 infrared LED diodes 850 nm, being the energy delivered by LED of 1 J every 3 minutes, with 10-minute duration. Two applications were performed during hospitalization, one on the first and the other on the second day after surgery. After hospital discharge, two applications, one per week. After the first two applications of LED in the hospital environment, it was possible to observe, in a subjective way, an improvement in local vascularization. There was also an improvement of local pain, urination after applications and reduction of edema reported by the patient. After two once-a-week outpatient applications, satisfactory healing occurred. Conclusion: LED appears to be a promising resource in the healing of lesions in the vulva caused after laser vaporization, however, further controlled clinical studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.
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RESUMEN
Introducción: O papilomavirus humano (HPV) es un virus sexualmente transmisibl que puede llevar al desarrollo de lesiones en la piel y mucosas. Una infección persistente puede cursar con lesiones precursoras o cáncer en diferentes regiones, entre ellas, lesiones vulvares. Relato del caso: Informe de caso descriptivo de intervención fisioterapéutica con luz emitting diode (LED) terapéutico en paciente con lesiones vulvares inducidas por HPV, que realizó un extenso procedimiento de vaporización en las lesiones. Después de la vaporización, se realizó tratamiento fisioterapéutico con LED terapéutico visando acelerar el proceso cicatricial, regeneración tecidual y minimizar el dolor. Se utilizó una manta de LED con 18 diodos LED rojos – 660 nm y 13 diodos LED infrarrojos 850 nm, siendo la energía entregada por LED de 1 J cada tres minutos, permaneciendo por diez minutos. Se realizaron dos aplicaciones durante la internación hospitalaria, una en el primer y otra en el segundo día después de la cirugía. Después de la hospitalización, dos aplicaciones, una por semana. Después de las dos primeras aplicaciones de LED realizadas en el hospital, se observó, subjetivamente, una mejora de la vascularización local. También hubo una mejoría reportada por el paciente, en relación con el dolor local, facilidad para orinar después de las aplicaciones y reducción del edema. Después de dos aplicaciones ambulatorias, una vez por semana, ocurrió cicatrización satisfactoria. Conclusión: El LED parece ser un recurso promisor en la cicatrización de lesiones en la vulva ocasionadas después de la vaporización con láser, por lo que se necesitan estudios clínicos controlados para confirmar esta hipótesis.
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INTRODUCTION

The human papillomavirus (HPV) is a sexually transmitted virus, which can cause the development of lesions on the skin and mucous membranes. A persistent infection can lead to the occurrence of precursor lesions and/or cancer in different regions, including the cervix, vagina and vulva. HPV oncogenic strains, mainly HPV 16 and 18, are responsible for most cases of cervical cancer.

About 80% of women who develop intraepithelial vulvar lesions are positive for HPV infection. Among the risk factors associated to the development of vulvar lesions by HPV are sexual relations, including early sexual initiation, multiple partners, and unprotected sexual relations, as well as smoking, compromised immune system and history of lichen sclerosus.

The diagnosis occurs after anamnesis and general and gynecological physical examination. It may be necessary to perform a vulvoscopy to guide the biopsy which will assert the diagnosis via histopathological study. In some cases, lesions can spontaneously regress without the need of specific treatment, however, in persistent or severe cases, procedures such as surgical excision of lesions, cryotherapy (freezing of lesions), chemical cauterization or topical immunotherapy, high intensity laser ablative therapy or photodynamic therapy may be recommended.

Photobiomodulation obtained through low intensity laser or light emitting diode (LED) application is a therapy in which red and infrared light is emitted. Studies have demonstrated that photobiomodulation may have beneficial effects on healing through the effect of light on cellular processes, such as cell proliferation, collagen synthesis and reduction of local inflammation.

Surgeries in the vulva may cause postoperative complications, such as dehiscence and infection, which could be avoided or minimized using photobiomodulation, whose healing process acceleration effects may promote a faster regeneration of the affected tissues. There is no evidence in the literature on the effectiveness of using photobiomodulation in the healing of vulvar lesions induced by HPV, whether through surgical treatment or laser vaporization.

CASE REPORT

Case report of a physiotherapeutic intervention with therapeutic LED in a patient that underwent vaporization of vulvar lesions. The data was obtained by verification of photographic and electronic medical records.

This study has been submitted to Plataforma Brasil and to the Research Ethics Committee of the Universidade Federal de São Paulo, approval report number 1.051.996 (CAAE (submission for ethical review): 44335415.2.0000.5505), in compliance with Resolution number 466/2012 of the National Health Council. The patient was informed about the study, having agreed, and signed the Informed Consent Form (ICF) and the Image Concession Term.

Female patient, 39-years-old, kidney transplant recipient since 2008, followed-up in the Lower Genital Tract Pathology clinic linked to the Universidade Federal de São Paulo, where she was diagnosed in February 2019 with a carcinoma in situ with a papillomatous lesion on the vulva, with compromised margins, after incisional biopsy and vaginal biopsy with vaginal intraepithelial neoplasm 1 (VAIN1). In December 2019, the medical team performed a focal vaporization with ablative CO₂ laser in the external face of the right labia minora and in the inferior third of the right labia majora.

After diagnosis and initial treatment, she was directed to the institution’s Gynecological Oncology clinic, however, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the follow-up was interrupted. The patient resumed follow-up in February 2022, revealing extensive vulvar condyloma, involving the labia majora and minora and the perineal region (Figure 1a), with new biopsies performed. The medical team concluded that the case required a vulvectomy; however, due to the patient’s kidney transplant history, the surgical resection of the extended lesioned area would be impracticable, with a possibility of graft rejection.

Thus, it was decided to perform a CO₂ laser vaporization in a surgical center (Figure 1b), which occurred on August 1st, 2022.

Figure 1. a) before the procedure; b) immediately after the vaporization procedure
After the procedure, the patient underwent physiotherapeutic treatment with therapeutic LED to accelerate the healing process, tissue regeneration and minimize pain.

The Cosmedical brand LED blanket was used, measuring 12 cm high x 10.5 cm wide x 5 mm thick with 18 red LED diodes of 660 nm and 13 infrared LED diodes of 850 nm; average power in each LED of 5 mW (total power of 360 mW), with energy delivered per LED of 1 J every three minutes (Figure 2a). The applications consisted of placing the properly cleaned and plastic-protected LED plate directly in touch with the vulvar region for ten minutes (Figure 2b).

![Figure 2. a) LED plate for the vulvar region; b) LED application](image-url)

The intervention consisted of four LED applications in the patient’s vulvar region, two during hospitalization and two in the outpatient clinic. The first two applications occurred on August 2nd and 3rd, 2022, in the gynecology ward, with improvement in the vascularization of the wounded region according to subjective assessment (Figures 3a, b) and pain relief and easier urination according to the patient. Soon after, the patient was discharged from the hospital and referred for an outpatient follow-up with physiotherapy within a week, starting to undergo weekly LED applications. The two photobiomodulation outpatient applications occurred weekly, from August 9 to 16, 2022, with significant lesion improvement being observed. The patient was asked to return within 15 days (Figures 3c, d).

Upon return on August 30, 2022, a white punctate lesion in the labia minora region was observed, suggesting lesion recurrence, reason for which the LED application was not performed. The patient was advised to seek a new medical appointment for better evaluation of the lesion and determine the safety of continuing with the treatment.

During follow-up assessment on September 15, 2022, the medical team confirmed the lesion recurrence and scheduled a new laser vaporization in the outpatient clinic.

![Figure 3. a) vulva after the first LED application, on the 1st day after vaporization; b) vulva after the second LED application, on the 2nd day after vaporization; c) vulva after the third LED application; d) vulva after the fourth LED application](image-url)

**DISCUSSION**

The photobiomodulation effect on the healing process and pain control is widely described in the literature, but with no specific evidence regarding its action on vulvar lesions. In this case report, after the first two LED applications performed in the hospital environment it was possible to subjectively observe improvements in the local vascularization, pain reporting and edema, which translated into easiness to urinate, according to the patient’s report on the second application. After being discharged from the hospital, it was observed, in the short period of two weeks, with a weekly LED application, that the patient achieved satisfactory healing of the wounds caused by the laser vaporization.

Low intensity light therapy is believed to stimulate healing processes and tissue regeneration through photochemical and photo-induced effects on the cell, by modulating the expression of growth factors, promoting angiogenesis, reducing inflammation, and increasing cellular proliferation. These effects can contribute to healing and regenerating tissues affected by HPV-induced vulvar lesions after treatment. The local vascularization was visible after the LED plate application in the two appointments during hospitalization.
The vaporization, used to treat the patient’s HPV-induced vulvar lesions in this case report, caused an extensive scarring vulvar injury. Due to the severity of the impacts on the life of women affected by vulvar lesions, it is necessary to verify an effective healing treatment capable of minimizing sequelae caused by the lesion treatment and accelerate the recovery process. The LED plate is an easy-to-apply, low-cost device that causes no discomfort as reported by the patient during applications, being a promising resource to accelerate healing processes after vulvar procedures.

Regarding the condyloma recurrence presented by the patient, there are no studies that support its connection with photobiomodulation; however, immunosuppression, a characteristic of transplant recipients such as this patient, is a significant risk factor for recurrences of HPV-induced lesions13.

This study is limited to a case report. Randomized controlled studies are necessary to provide robust evidence on the effectiveness and safety of this therapeutic approach following vaporization of HPV-induced vulvar lesions. Moreover, it is important to consider that photobiomodulation may present variations regarding the parameters used, such as wavelength, energy dose, treatment protocols and exposure time, which can influence the results. This case report, however, can guide further scientific studies on the subject.

CONCLUSION

The increase in local vascularization, pain, and edema relief with greater easiness to urinate were the effects observed after post-operative LED application following recent vaporization of HPV-induced lesions, with satisfactory healing after a short period. However, as this is a case report and not a controlled clinical trial, it is not possible to determine that these effects were a consequence of the intervention and not of the natural course of the healing process. The objective of the present report is to contribute to the scientific community by signaling the need for further studies on the matter, seeing that LED seems to be a promising resource for healing vulvar lesions resulting from laser vaporization.
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